Controversy of free radical hypothesis: reactive oxygen species--cause or consequence of tissue injury?
For a decade or two, the hypothesis of causality of various disorders by reactive oxygen species (ROS), due to their potentially harmful effect towards cellular constituents, is one of the most frequently cited in biomedical sciences. In fact, the ROS-mediated alterations of biomacromolecules are considered to be essential events in the etiopathogenesis of those diseases where involvement of ROS has been indicated. ROS easily react in vitro with most biological molecules, causing their degradation and destruction. This may implicitly suggest that, when excessively produced in vivo, ROS are deleterious to integral components of the cell and cause their dysfunctions. Some experimental data indicate that ROS-mediated lipid peroxidation, protein oxidation and oxidative alterations to nucleic acids are crucial events of unfavorable actions of ROS. Yet the most convincing evidence, i.e. unambiguous inhibition of tissue injury by pretreatment with antioxidants, has not been provided. On the contrary, there are quite a few papers reporting failure in applying antioxidants to heal those pathologies where the causal role of ROS was supposed. Other papers reported serious complications arising from antioxidant therapy, which is quite in contradiction to its expected effect. On the other hand, an increasing number of recent findings have provided evidence of a key role of ROS in both intracellular signaling and intercellular communication, processes involved in maintaining homeostasis. Hence, some investigators consider excessive production of ROS to be rather a "smoke after the fire" than "a deleterious fire" itself, suggesting the occurrence of overproduced ROS as being the consequence of some primary damage. The present paper aims at summarizing some pros and cons of various opinions with an attempt to help better understand the involvement of ROS in tissue injury.